Design & Character Working Group
‘Think piece’ on the Town Hall Square
This space makes the setting for the Grade II* listed town hall and is flanked, and
thus contained by, the contemporary former gas and electricity showrooms that
made it a set piece of 1930s architecture and planning and an iconic civic
intervention. As a piece of ‘placemaking’ it is a really important space. It is also the
heart of our neighbourhood, but does it provide a useable focus as a public place?
It has been altered over time – this is how it was originally.

This is what it has become (note the three trees) :

Introduction - the first question to ask is:
‘Should it be preserved as part of the original concept or have circumstances moved
on so it needs re-interpretation to fit the functions of Crouch End in the 21st
century?’ In other words – is it still fit for purpose? This will flush out whether it
needs correction, maintenance, repair - some TLC – or is it a bigger reworking
‘project’ to reinterpret the space and meet modern needs and demands. Clearly
these may change when the bidder’s principal use is known and how much public
access and interaction between the space and the building there is likely to be.
If it becomes a ‘project’, then these are project stages that need to be followed:
1. Commissioning Objective setting and policy check
Brief writing / brief sign off or approval
Check 1 - Retention / Inception workshop
2. Site Appraisal Quality / wear audit and budget estimate
Check 2 - Role / fitness for purpose
3. Proposal Design stage
Check 3 – Context
Check 4 – Pedestrian Clear Zone & quality check
Check 5 – Key Stage Review / scheme approval
4. Implementation
5. Maintenance & Monitoring Review
The above it an adaptation of government advice in ‘Manual for Streets’ so this think
piece is about the very first part. Clearly that will have to be done in partnership (and
should include the developers that take a lease from Haringey).
It is worth thinking early on about the first three checks in particular as they can
tease out the neighbourhood’s desired function, how people might use the space
and alert us to what might go wrong. There is no harm in going round this loop early
on and no doubt it will be revisited.
The checks:
For the reasons stated in the Introduction, above, it may be too early to consider
writing a brief, but it is worth asking the community some questions to frame future
work. In this respect the three checks outlined above generate some opinion
forming questions.
1.
Retention and inception workshop.
These are best done with key stakeholders together but as a community we might
form a view on some pointers. These might be:
• Is the overall form that was a grassed garden with a border and a couple of
trees (one perilously close to the edge and retained as a mature specimen in
the 1930s) cherished as a piece of mid 20th Century design, or was it fairly
bland and could we do better?

•

•

If we could do better, are there elements within the space that are
cherished? These could be:
o Trees
o Limestone slabs
o Fountain
o Grass
Are there items that detract from the space? These could be as:
o Modern phone boxes
o Municipal park fencing
o Bus stop
o Benches
o Lighting columns

2
Role and fitness for purpose
In the second heading one has to consider how it is or could be used.
• Grass sitting out area – is it in the best place? Might it be better if a different
shape than that determined by the 1930s service loop? Is green wanted? If so
is it best open or under tree canopies or a mixture of the two? Might people
trample a path over it if opened up?
• What are the desire lines across and through the space – getting to doorways
and other parts of the town centre (particularly the Clock tower to Library)
• At present we have the remnants of Spiazzo’s colonisation of footway on the
north side. Thus it has evolved as a sitting out catering area (with consent for
the use and street trading needs to be researched). It is the sunny side of the
space and it brings life and supervision to the space, which are good, but
might it need to be cleared away for special events, should it be as
permanent as the retrospectively permitted lean to awning? Would it be
better with umbrellas rather than a canopy?
• Could it be the venue for public events? These could be:
o Performances (with or without seating)?
o Farmers or Craft Markets?
o Open air arts fair?
o Marquee based events in winter?
• Could these be accommodated without compromising a green area?
• Would any of the above need power and other services?
• Would a different arrangement of trees allow better use of the space?
• Might a new arrangement be possible retaining the best / most cherished
specimens ?
• Would it also need sitting out facilities on edges of raised areas or as seating?
• Is the bus stop and asset or clutter?
3. Design stage issues
It is worth thinking about design issues as it triggers thoughts from other places
about what might go wrong. Key among these are:
• Might it attract antisocial behaviour or dossing?
• Might edges or benches attract skateboarders or roller bladers?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would people with disabilities be happy in the space and able to get about or
be disadvantaged?
Will it stay clean?
Will any services provided be maintained and by whom?
How well should it be lit and will this compete with the building and any
floodlighting it may get or complement any lighting scheme?
Would the space be better lit from the buildings at each side? (i.e. need to
include wayleaves)
Most of all – will it provide and elegant and respectful setting for this group
of listed buildings
Will it be better than the existing so it can be regarded as an improvement to
the setting of the buildings and an enhancement to the Conservation area?
Can it be repaired from easily sourced and sustainable materials?

Desire lines
Here is a quick and dirty analysis of desire lines. It shows the turning area in front of
the town hall is criss-crossed with desire lines and the green area, generally, is not.

Consideration
The Forum does not need to ask its neighbourhood the item 3 questions, just keep
them in mind, but answers to the principal question and points in 1 & 2 would help
form a view and ultimately a brief.
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